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Content Words
Content words, or idea words, are all the different words that explain
one idea. When you talk about painting, you use words that explain
painting, such as canvas, palate, or brush.

Look at the words below and identify the idea they
relate to.
1. hues, spectrum, red, green
2. potsherds, clay, fired, designs
3. self-portrait, landscape, still life, portrait
4. ballet, tap, jazz, modern
5. statue, stone, marble, metal
6. blues, rock, classical, country-western
When you finish, share your work with a partner, and discuss any
differences.
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Selection Vocabulary
technical adj. relating to
the special skills, facts,
or terms that belong to an art, a
science, or a profession

intimacy n. close contact; familiarity
palette n. a thin, oval board on which
artists place and mix their paints
optically adv. visually

predictable adj. expected; easily
foretold

labored v. past tense of labor: to
work hard

scale n. relative size
unsparing adj. bountiful; generous

triumph n. a great success

overrated adj. too highly thought of

Use the vocabulary words in the box to complete the
sentences.
as an artist.

1. I think Rowena is not
2. It is getting

that it will always be her work displayed in the classroom.

3. She does give

attention to the colors she uses.

4. She mixes colors carefully on her

1
5. Her

skills as an artist are outstanding.

6. Her paintings are always
7. Her greatest
8. Jorge has

pleasing.
came when she won a city-wide contest.
as long and hard on his paintings as Rowena has.

R. His painting of an old man and his dog shows the
and its owner.

between the pet

10. He is now painting on a very small
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Compare and Contrast
Readers can compare and contrast stories, characters, and events
to get a better understanding of what they read.
To compare means to state how two or more things are alike. Words used
to compare include both, same, like, and as.
Example: Music is like poetry because they both use rhythm.
To contrast means to state how two or more things are different. Words
used to contrast include different, but, unlike, and although.
Example: Bicycling is different from ice skating because a bicycle
has wheels and ice skates have blades.

Write 1 if the sentence is a comparison. Write 2 if the
sentence is a contrast. Underline the clue words in the
sentences.

1.

"It's like looking at a map so you don't get lost."

2.

Though Chuck had never worked out in a gym before, he began going every day.

3.

He'd be dependent on a wheelchair for the rest of his life, and even worse for an
artist, he still couldn't move his hands.

4.

"I used to like roughhousing on the grass with my kids, walking on the beach, or
mowing the lawn, but now there are many activities I can't do."

5.

Before "the event," he was painting in a looser, freer style.

6.

Now the shapes of each square are like fireworks—bursts of color.

7.

"When you look at my paintings, there is no way of knowing which days I was
happy or which days I was sad, which days I was up or which days I was down."

8.

Step close to the canvas, and you see hundreds of little abstract paintings—
multicolored ovals and gaudy squares, amoebas swimming before your eyes, but
move back, and the portrait emerges.
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Compare and Contrast (continued)
Read the paragraph below and fill in the blanks with
words from the box that express either a comparison or
a contrast. You will use some words more than once.

different

both

similar

Football and hockey are
The two games are

like

played by teams.
because

teams try to get a ball across the goal line. Football and
hockey are

because in hockey the puck usually

stays on the ground, but a football is often passed through the air.
The two games are also

because the players hit

the puck with sticks, and football players kick the ball or carry it in
their hands. However just

football, hockey is a

very physical sport.
Write a paragraph that either compares or contrasts two things. Remember
that when you compare two things, you write about how they are alike.
When you contrast two things, you write about how they are different.
You may want to compare or contrast foods, pets, music, books, or other
subjects. Be sure to use clue words that express either a comparison or a
contrast.
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Content Words and Negative Prefixes
• The theme Art and Impact has its own vocabulary, or content
words.
The negative prefixes //-, ir-, im-, in-, non-, and un- mean "not." For words
starting with the following letters, use the following negative prefixes: r
uses /'/--, m uses im-, I uses //-, and b uses un-.

technical
sculpture

unusually
impossibly

optically
palette

undeserving
illogical

technique
nonjudgmental

Visualization Strategy
Complete each spelling word.

1. sc

pt

2. ill

ical

3. _ alet
4. unus _ a

ly

5. tec _

e

niq,

6. tech _ i
7.

__

8. non
q. o p _
10. un

poss

bly

dgmen

al

cally
ser

ing

When you finish, share your responses with a partner or small group.
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Subject-Verb Agreement, Adverbs,
and Marks of Punctuation
The subject of a sentence must agree in number with the verb.
Adverbs modify verbs, adjectives, or other adverbs, and many
adverbs are formed by adding -ly to an adjective.
Use an apostrophe + s to form the possessive of a noun, and use an
apostrophe alone to form the possessive plural of nouns that end in s.
Apostrophes are used to show possession. Quotations are used to enclose
what a person says, Hyphens are used to divide a word at the end of a
line, to create compound adjectives, or to write out fractions or compound
numbers. Dashes are used to indicate a sentence break or thought change.

Underline the verb that agrees with the subject. Write
whether the subject is singular or plural on the line.
1. All of the planets in the solar system (is/are) different.
Circle the adverbs and draw an arrow from each adverb underline the
verb, adjective, or adverb that they modify.
2. An artist usually has an extremely good imagination.
3. Artists often want to be recognized for their art.
Add quotation marks, hyphens, and apostrophes where they are
needed.
4. Trey, do you know how a rainbow forms I asked my older brother.
5. As my mom and I were driving home from school, we saw a rainbow in the grey blue sky.
6. Jacobs mother is very helpful.
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